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Predicting the Spread of a Transgene
in African Malaria Vector Populations:
Current Knowledge and Limitations
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Abstract

O ne strategy for the control of malaria and other vector-borne diseases relies on the
ambitious goal of depleting natural vector populations' ability to transmit the
pathogen through the introduction and spread of an engineered genetic construct.

In this chapter, we assess whether the data accumulated so far on the population genetic
structure of Anopbeles gambiae, the major human malaria vector in Africa and the one stud
ied most extensively, can be used to predict the spread of such genetic construct within and
berween wild populations. We conclude thar available data offer good qualitative description
of An. gambiae population structure, but do not provide the necessary information on the
processes shaping this structure. We explore biological and methodological issues that pre
vented derivation of quantitative descriptions of these processes, focusing on the estimation
of the effective population size and gene flow berween populations. We discuss plans for
bridging the gap between our present knowledge and where we should be, and outline a
protocol for the direct estimation of relevant population genetics parameters and quantita
tive assessment of their interaction through a field population perturbation study. Finally,
the epidemiological importance of other vector species in sustaining malaria transmission is
highlighted as an additional roadblock thar needs ta he considered as part of any compre
hensive vector control strategy designed to substantially lower the burden of malaria thar
overwhelms Africa.

Introduction
Novel approaches for the control of malaria transmission through genetic alteration of

their mosquito vectors have received considerable attention in the past decade. 1,2 They rely
on the effective spread of transgeneis), i.e., genets) engineered to reduce vector competence
such as by conferring refractoriness against the parasite,3-5 within natural vector mosquito
populations. This suggests that the basis of the control, e.g., the transgene(s), will first be
introduced (artificially) into the natural vector popularionls) and thar it will subsequently be
transmitted to the offspring, ta the extent thar, within several generations, practically all
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individuals of the target species will express the refractory phenotype. Genetic drive mecha
nisms that should speed-up the process or iml'rove efficient heritability are being developed
and have received at least proof of principle.0-8 However, one fundamental assumption of
this strategy is that mating occurs between individuals that carry [he transgene(s) and indi
viduals that do not.9 In other words, the target vector population is assumed to be a single,
randomly mating unit, whereas assortative mating in wild mosquito populations has been
demonstrated and could affect the spread of a transgene. 10

-
14 Successful spread of such

transgenes therefore depends on our ability to describe the basic reproductive units (demes,
see Box 1) that compose the vector system responsible for malaria transmission in Africa, to
understand their genetic and population dynamics, and determine the forces that shape it.
Lessons from past genetic control programs demonstrated that the population structure and
population dynamics of the target population(s) determine which, if any, genetic control
approaches would be appropriate for addressing a specific problem. 15 A critical part of this is
obtaining a quantitative understanding of the spatial and temporal population structure of
the mosquito vector. Such data are needed as input parameters for constructing predictive
models for the prospects of different strategies to introduce genes into these populations.
This constitutes the rationale for most population genetics studies aiming at unravelling the
genetic structure of African malaria vectors.

In the fol1owing, we assess whether the available population genetics knowledge provides
a solid basis for predicting the spread of a gene within and among natural malaria vector
populations, with an emphasis on Anopheles gambiae, the most important vector throughout
Africa and the most likely target for genetic control. As such, members of the An. gambiae
complex have been extensively studied providing the most detailed information on their
population biology and genetic structure. A number of reviews have been published recently
on the knowledge gathered to date on this species complex (see for example refs. 9,16-22).
We do not attempt to duplicate this work. Rather, we assess whether these data can be used
to predict the spread of an introduced gene within and between natural An. gambiae popula
tions. Finally, we discuss the expected impact of the transgenic approach over malaria
transmission in Africa.

Box ,. Glossary of ferms

Allele: the state of a gene at a locus that differs from other such alleles by one or more mutations
(e.g., DNA sequence differences).

Deme: the local breeding unit of a species within which individuals mate at random and
genotype frequencies of neutral alleles are at Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.

(Random genetic) drift: random change in allele (gene) frequencies that occurs over generations
as a result of the finite number of gametes from the parent generation that form the subsequent
generation.

Effective population size (Ne): a measure of genetic drift that can be approximated as the
number of parents that contribute gametes to the next generation within a deme, assuming
equal sex ratio and identical reproductive potentia!.

Gene f10w (Nm): the spread of a gene or allele as a result of mating between individuals from
different populations.

Introgression: gene flow between species by hybridization and backcrossing.

Norm of reaction: the array of phenotypes that a single gene or allele can provide in a range of
genetic backgrounds and external environments.

Reciprocal monophyly: an outcome of the stochastic loss of ancestral polymorphism over time in
two populations or two species derived from a common ancestral source corresponding to the
presence of only unique alleles in each group (species).
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Predicting the Spread of a Gene within and among Natural
Vector Populations

Implementation ofa novel public health control 0feration on a magnitude of a continent
demands the highest and most rigorous preparation.2, 3The introduction and spread ofgenes
into natural vecror populations ro interrupt disease transmission cannot be imagined without
the capacity ro predict, with sufficient accuracy, the outcome of a release effort. Prediction of
changes in allele (gene) frequencies over time and space depends upon reasonable estimates of
key parameters of the processes that determine such changes. The relevant outcomes are (i)
the time until establishment of the introduced gene locally, within a single deme and (ii) the
time for the gene establishment in other demes via natural spread. Establishment is defined as
fIXation (frequency = 1) or the frequency of stable equilibrium for the introduced gene. Such
predictions require knowledge of contemporary migration berween demes, selection, and
drift as weil as estimating the key parameters of these processes. Box 2 lists a minimal set of
parameters, estimates of which are required ro predict future changes in allele frequencies.
Although not an exhaustive list, predictions based on fewer parameters may provide ques
tionable results. Estimates of sorne of these parameters are found in the literature however,
they suffer from serious flaws.

The Selective Value ofthe Transgene
In the absence of a genetic drive mechanism, establishment and further spread of a gene

conferring refractoriness ro malaria infection in wild mosquito population(s) will essen
tially rely on its net selective value, i.e., the balance berween the fitness cost of phenotypic
expression of the (introduced) gene and the overall benefit for the mosquito by escaping the
detrimental effect of parasite infection and possibly, protection from other pathogens as
well.24-26 Depending on the gene(s) involved, and their underlying expression dynamics,
maintenance costs might be fixed (if the gene is ro be expressed constitutively) or condi
tional (if the gene is expressed in certain conditions, e.g., in response ro parasite infection in
which case, the evolutionary cost of refracroriness is obviously sex specifie, because only
female anopheles are exposed to malaria parasites, and a function of the probability that the
mosquiro becomes infected). Furthermore, it is likely that environmental facrors and the
genetic background of differentially adapted vecror populations will modulate the balance
of evolutionary cost and benefit of refracroriness. The norm of reaction of any gene to be
introduced in the genome of a vecror species therefore needs ta be assessed across the range
of genetic variability the target species possesses and the diverse environments it experi
ences ro assure that the phenotype (i.e., refracroriness) is predictable.23,27,28 This is a formi
dable challenge because relevant parameters of neither the natural environment (tempera
ture, humidity, diet, crowding... ) nor the relevant genetic variability (nucleotide
polymorphism, genome structure, chromosomal inversions, eytological position... ) are clearly
defined. Although insights can be gained from cage experiments, whether these are con
ducted in a laborarory or in semi-field conditions will reflect at best only a parcel of the
outcomes expected in a species likeAn. gambiae in nature. In this respect, the analysis of the
spread of the Kdr mutation conferring insecticide resistance is very appealing because it
represents the spread ofa new gene under selection in natural settings. This single-nucleotide
mutation was originally described from West African An. gambiae populations29 that are
known ro be genetically and ecologically differentiated subpopuiations.9,16,19 Despite an
apparendy obvious firness benefit in areas of intensive insecticide use, the Kdr allele was
found only in populations of the S molecular form of An. gambiae and not in sympatric
populations of the M form. 30,31 Ir was subsequendy found in the M form mer an apparent
introgression event from the S form,32 and is now spreading in this form as weil (Etang J,
Fondjo E, Simard F, unpublished).33,34 In the sibling ~ecies, An. arabiensis, the Kdr muta
tion apparendy emerged as an independent mutation. The actual geographic distribution
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Box 2. Predicting the spread ofa gene in natural malaria vector populations:
what do we need to know?

49

Changes in alIele frequency over ti me and space depend on properties of the allele, the subpopu lation,
the rates of gene exchange between subpopulations, and the interactions between these properties.
Within a breeding unit (deme), the future change in allele frequency depends on its selective value
(i.e., its fitness), its initial frequency at introduction, and the deme's effective population size (Ne).
Furthermore, planning effective introduction of a gene into the local breeding unit requires having
reasonable estimates of the geographical area itencompasses, and of the adultpopulation size. Since
the seasonal dynam ics of these vector popu lations generally involves dramatic changes, it wi Il be
needed to know the seasonal and spatial dynamics in these parameters. The large differences in the
population structure of An. gambiae in West and East Africa, and the remarkable environmental
heterogeneity across the species range, requires consideration of the difference in these parameters
between regions and environments.

Gene and drive system parameters to be known include:
i. The net selective value of the introduced gene (including its genetic drive system) for uninfected

and infected mosquitoes is the main predictor of the systematic change of its frequency over
generations,

ii. The norm of reaction of any candidate gene conferring refractoriness needs to be assessed,
iii. The stability of the transgene construct with respect to recombination and mutations rendering

it ineffective needs to be addressed.

Vector populations' parameters:
i. The effective population size (Ne) of the basic reproductive units (demes) is required to calculate

the lowest net selective value the gene should have to overcome probability of loss due to the
stochastic variance over generations in allele frequencies (i.e., random genetic drift),

iL The corresponding size of the adultpopulation (estimated count) is needed tocalculate the allele
frequency at introduction,

iii. The geographical area occupied by a deme is required to calculate the number of such units per
region.

Gene f10w between populations:
i.Contemporary rates of gene flow between demes separated by distance or other barriers to gene

flow will be required to calculate the rate of spread of the gene over space,
iL Knowledge of the geographic and biological (pre and post-mating) barriers that prevent or hinder

populations' admixture is needed to assess their strength and stability in time,
iii.lf gene flow involves "rare events" such as extinction-colonization or accidentai migration, the

frequency of these events needs to be assessed and their underlying (ecological) causes need to
be identified.

of the Kdr mutation in the An. gambiae complex suggests fluctuating balance between evo
lutionary costs and benefits that might favor its spread under certain ecological conditions
only.32-34 Ir is Iikely that similar limitations applies to any mutation or gene with a srrong
phenotypic effect.

However, in the case ofgenetically engineered mosquitoes, an efficient drive system should
promote the spread of refracroriness allele(s), even in the face of unfavorable balance of
evolutionary costs of refracroriness.24,25 Concerns about the stability of the genetic con
struct will need ta be addressed separately,23.36,37 and the efficacy of the drive mechanism in
promoting the spread of the transgene will need ro be demonsrrated under a variety of
natural conditions. 38 Indeed, a1though robust inferences were generated from theoretical

k 62425 . al'd fi ffi' d . h" . hwor " , ex~enment eVI ence or e IClent nve mec amsms ID mosqultoes as yet to
be provided.3 40 Furthermore, as oudined above, the genetic structure of natural vecror
populations will mediate the spread of genes in space and time.
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Limitations in the Knowledge ofthe Population Structure ofAfrican
Malaria ~ctors

Estimating Effective Population Size
The effective population size (Ne) reflects the degree ta which a population is affected by

random genetic driftY Genetic drift affects the stability of allele frequencies in populations
over generations, such that large fluctuations in aHeie frequencies are expected in small popula
tions, whereas small changes would occur in large populations.42

.43 Hence, genetic drift influ
ences the magnitude of genetic diversity within a population and the rate of differentiation
between populations. Ne depends on demographic factors such as population density, dis
persal, and the mating system. When population size varies among generations, Ne approxi
mates the harmonic mean of the effective population sizes in each single generation, and hence
is dominated by the smallest value.44

,45 Episodes of small Ne (i.e., demographic and genetic
bottlenecks) can be of great evolutionaty significance because increased genetic drift during
these periods can dramatically change allele frequencies and the distribution of the overall
genetic variability within and between populations. In particular, a transient drop in Ne can
favour the rise in frequency of alleles that otherwise would have been selected against due to
fitness cost.

Several methods are available to estimate Ne from demographic or genetic data. They vaty
in the types of information they use, their sensitivity ta various assumptions, and most impor
tandy, they refer ta somewhat different defmitions of Ne. 46-5o The most widely used §eneric
estimator derives Ne from the variance in allele frequencies between generations.42,44, 1 The
method has been used to estimate the effective population size ofAnf,ambiae and An. arabiensis
in a number of senings and using various genetic markers.43.48,51-5 Reported estimates of Ne
were in the thousands for both species (but see ref. 53 for a geographically isolated An. arabiensis
population) and significant differences in Ne were demonstrated between populations of An.
gambiae. 51 Overlooking such differences in Ne between populations leads ta erroneous esti
mates ofgenetic differentiation, gene flow and divergence time.55,56 However, further interpre
tation of the results in a quantitative way had to be tentative, because the method relies on
assumptions that do not hold true in populations ofAn. gambiae. These assumptions indude
random mating and equal reproductive potential across individuals, nonoverlapping genera
tions, equal sex-ratio, and negligible selection, migration and mutation. Evidences showing
that several of these assumptions are violated in natural vector populations have accumulared.
Such violations can lead ta severely biased Ne estimates. Further, Ne estimates derived through
such moment-based estimators are biased upward.49 Often, confidence intetvals around the
estimated values ofNewere so wide that the estimate's biological significance was lost. Hence,
although valuable to compare populations to one another, the available estimates ofNe are not
suitable for use in predictive models of the spread of alleles within and between populations.

New methods are being developed ta improve estimation ofNe, which appear robust over a
wide range ofrealistic conditions due ta relaxed assumptions.49 However, predieting the spread
ofan introduced gene in natural An. gambiae populations will require a detailed picture of the
fluctuations, bath in time and space, of the effective population size of target populations.
Precise assessment of the number of reproductively active adults in a population is needed to
plan the release effort, as weH as the identification of the time and place where the natural
population is most amenable to the genetic introgression of a new gene or allele. The geo
graphical area associated with a deme and how this area varies in different environments may
also be valuable for optimizing the release effort.

The above discussion assumes the existence ofdiscrete demes as the building blocks ofAn.
gambiae gene pool. However, sorne evidence suggests that the gene pool of An. gambiae in
Africa is divided into few large subdivisions, within which isolation by distance applies.57-59

Under this model instead ofdiscrere breeding units, there is a continuum where geographically
doser populations are geneticaHy more similar and reproductive adults disperse to aH
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Figure 1.The effect ofmigration on the estimate ofNe obtained &om remporal changes in alle!ic frequencies
using the moment estimator.42 The total population (New,al = 1100; 1I2New'al =0.0045) is fragmenred in
Il subpopulations of equal effective population size (Ne,ubpopulation = 100; lI2Nesubpopula'ion = 0.05), ex
changing migrants in an island mode! at a rate m = 0.2. As cao be seen, when sampling interval is small (i.e.,
< 16 generations in this example), Neestimates are dose to the truevalue. However, as time berween samples
taken for the temporal analysis increases, estimates ofNeapproach thetrue value for the whole species. Note
that both axes are in log scale. Adapted from Wang J, Whitlock MC; Estimating population size and
migration rates from genetic samples over space and time; Genetics 2003; 163:429-446; with permission
&om the Genetics Society ofAmerica.54

directions randomly with no barriers, except for their dispersal capacity and the limirs of the
subdivision or the species range.60.63 If the isolation by distance mode! accurate!y reflects the
genetic structure ofAn. gambiae, then the values of Ne obtained so far do not refer co actual
demes and are not useful. High rate ofmigration between populations acts as a buffer against
genetic drift and results in estirnate of Ne that increases as the period between the sarnples
taken co estirnate the variance in alle!e frequencies is longer, in sharp contrast to expectations if
the estimate applies co a single deme (Fig. 1).64 Such resulrs were obtained for an An. gambiae
population from western Kenya (Lehmann et al unpublished) and for An. arabiensis in
Carneroon.54 More studies are needed to determine if isolation by distance better describes the
organization of the gene pool of An. gambiae and other malaria vectors in Mrica before
interpretation of the Ne estimates can be made.

Estimating the Levet of Gene Flow between Populations
The principal malaria veccors in Mrica (and typically e!sewhere) are members ofsibling (or

cryptic) species complexes.65 Morphologically, the members of a complex are indistinguish
able, reflecring that these species have diverged very recendy. Sorne authors argued that specia
tion within the An. gambiae species complex, and most importandy lineage splitting between
An. arabiensis and An. gambiae, occurred less than 4,000 years ago, as a byproduct of the
deve!opment of agriculture in formerly unfavorable central Mrican rainforest areas. 16•17,66 &
such, these species may retain substantial arnounts of shared ancestral polymorphism because
insufficient time has e!apsed for reciprocal monophyly co establish.67 Post-mating reproductive
barriers between members of the An. gambiae complex are incomplete, because only male
hybrids are sterile but females are fertile, allowing sorne genetic exchange. Compelling
evidence that such process occurred between An. arabiensis and An. gambiae in, at least parts of
their genomes, has been provided in experimental as weil as natural settings.68•69 & a result,
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discriminating between retention of ancestral polymorphism and genetic introgression proved
problematic. Such discrimination has important evolutionary significance and implications for
estimating the spread of a gene between vector species.

Retention ofancestral polymorphism also hindered interpretation of the description of the
population structure of the major malaria vectors. Traditional population genetics inference is
based on the analysis of variance in allele frequencies of putatively neutral markers. Ir relies
upon a number of simplifYing assumptions such as mutation-migration-driFt equilibrium.7°
Molecular signatures ofrecent demographic expansion have been detected in both An. arabiensis
andAn. gambille and evidence suggests that neither ofthese species have reached equilibrium.57,71
Population expansion greatly reduces the rate of lineage sorring, resulting in inflated estimates
of gene flow (Nm)72 by "historical" gene flow. Thus, high rate of gene flow do not necessarily
reflects contemporary gene exchange between populations.?3 Analysis of the population
structure of vector species requires techniques that do not assume equilibrium and allow to
distinguish between different models of gene flow and evolutionary scenarios explaining a
given genetic structure (see re( 74 and refs. therein).74

Population differentiation depends on the type ofgenetic markers used and the position of
loci in the genome. DNA markers can exhibit drarnatic variations in level of polymorphism
due to locus-specific differences in the rate of mutation and to physicallocation in or near
chromosomal inversions or loci under selection (a process that is known as 'genetic
hitchhiking').?5 Hence, results obtained from the same 1ecies using different types ofmarkers
or different sets of loci will not necessarilyagree21 ,76,7 and summary statistics representing
genome-wide trends must exclude outlier/deviant loci.59 Distinguishing locus-specific from
genome-wide effects is a prerequisite for a correct description ofpopulation structure. Further
more, estimates ofgenetic differentiation between populations depend on the analytic method
used and the (evolutionary and demographic) model assumed.77 As no consensus has yet been
reached, comparison across studies remains problematic.

With these limitations, it is not surprising that the low level ofgenetic divergence typically
observed between natural populations ofAn. gambiae led to largely inconclusive results as far as
contemporarygene flow is concerned. 19,59,78 Similar finding seems to emerge from recent analyses
conducted in the other major human malaria vector, An. funestus.?9-81 However, few consistent
trends have emerged providing a good qualitative description of the pauerns of gene flow
between An. gambiae populations. In the face of shallow geographical population structure
between neighboring populations, recent studies revealed stron~, if incomplete, barriers to
gene flow between the molecular forms M and S ofAn. gambiae. 1 -20,59,82 Because both forms
have extensively overlappincf geographical and temporal distributions and are widespread
throughout the continent,2 such findings suggest that genes might spread over lar'le geo
graphical areas, within one molecular form, before potentially invading the other form. 4This
is reminiscent ofthe Kdr gene situation described above. However, the degree of differentiation
between molecular forms appears very low over most of the genome, but is remarkably high in
few small genomic regions not only because of paracentric inversions.59,77,83,84 Such semiper
meable barriers to gene flow in a mosaic genome prompts further studies to identifY regions of
the genomes with different abilities to introgress between molecular fonns and species within
the An. gambiae complex.

Proposed Plan for Bridging the Gap
Population genetics studies produced robust description of the population structure, but

they failed to ~uantifY the processes that have shaped this structure. As stated by Gould and
Schliekelman1 "Researchers working with classical genetic manipulations learned over and
over again that there is no substitute for examining behavior ofa genetically manipulated strain
under local field conditions. This will not change in the future". We echo their view and
advocate that, the ultimate approach to estimate contemporary gene flow and derive robust
estimates ofail key paramerers is by tracking new multiple mutations (genetic markers) that are
experimentally introduced into natural populations by small scale release experiments.
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Tracking new genetic markers and the lineages harboring them will provide a c1ear, com
plete, and nearly "assumption free" information to address the spread of a new gene over time
and space in natural settings. Among population genetics approaches, direct tracking of genes
under natural conditions h<e; unparallel power la resulve alternative hypûtheses, but ilS tedwi
cal demands throughout its development and application as weil as its ethical implications
cannot be justified in every case. Here we outline the basic components, prominent advan
rages, and main challenges of this approach because, in our view, natural vector populations
perturbation studies are indispensable for the development of every genetic control strategy,
and will have to be implemented prior to the introduction of a functional gene(s) to alter the
vectorial capacity phenotype of the vector.

The development phase of the experimental release of new makers (thereafter, ERNM)
involves (a) colonization of mosquitoes from the region where experimental release is planned,
(b) inducing multiple mutations spread throughout the genome by low intensity irradiation or
chemical muragenesis (or by inserting stable genetic tags using molecular methods) across the
genome of a number of specimens, (c) derive a few iso-female lines from specimens carrying
induced mutations by inbreeding over ca. twenty generations (desirable range) to produce
practically homozygous lines and insure removal of most severely deleterious mutations, (d)
after the lines have been inbred for several generations (i.e., successful breeding for over ca. 7
generations in outbred organisms would ensure overcoming the inbreeding depression that
causes smal1 colonies to crash), a few dozens of the newly induced mutations are identified and
(e) molecular assays are developed for genotyping of field collected specimens. Efficient ge
nome scanning raols (e.g., DNA chips) will allow identifying and later monitoring dozens or
even hundreds of these genetic markets, thus maximizing the number of"loci" and minimizing
the number of mosquitoes to be released and analyzed. The derived lines are ready for experi
mental release in the region where they originated. The release may require only few hundreds
of mosquitoes per line, so no mass production is required. The application phase involves (a)
identifying three release sites ca. 60-100 km apart and coordinating the release with ail the
relevant parties, (b) removing the same (or larger) number offemales to be released prior to the
release date and releasing the set numbers from one ra three lines in each release site, (c) large
samples of adults will be taken periodically from every release site for genotyping to determine
the markers frequencies, (d) adult sampling ofnearby populations will follow findings showing
that sorne of the new markers have reached set frequencies at the release sites. Monitoring will
involve genotyping of mosquitoes collected by a flexible sampling scheme that increases in the
area surrounding the release site based on the data from previous dates.

ERNM can provide direct information on contemporary gene flow of alleles with various
selective values (expected to vary between neutral and mildly deleterious) across geographic
distance and various putative barriers to gene flow such as that separating the molecular
forms of An. gambiae. A central e1ement in ERNM is the replication in three independent
sites in the same region, that together with the change over generations, facilitates separating
systematic change in allele frequency due to selection from stochastic change due to drift,
hence, providing means to estimate the selective value of each marker (assuming similar
marker's selective values and drift in the three sites). Thus, the effects of chromosomalloca
tion and the selective value of the marker on gene flow will be estimated. The data can also
provide accurate estimates of the effective population size and the deme's geographical area,
without being confounded by migration. The variation between populations in these param
eters will be obtained. The experimental release will provide comprehensive and direct infor
mation on ail key parameters required for prediction of the outcomes of different genetic
control strategies. Apart from providing additional population genetics (e.g., recombination
rates under natural conditions in relation to the chromosomal position and inversions) and
ecological (e.g., dispersal, longevity) parameters, it will provide practical information on the
behavior and viability of the released mosquitoes and the effectiveness of various release
strategies. Finally, release experiments in West, Central, and East Africa will facilitate com
parison of results from different geographical and ecological regions.
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The value of the experimenta! release for genetic control programs cannot be overestimated
despite its logistical demands (e.g., above), but it a1so involves ethical challenges that must be
addressed. The most important is the possible increased risk of disease transmission and per
sonal irritation due to (1) a larger number of mosquitoes in the released area, and (2) a higher
threat associated with mutagenized mosquitoes. Unlike typical genetic control prograrns, the
experimental release aims at a partial and temporary introduction of a fraction of the markers
(mutations) into populations. Thus, a single release of up to several thousand mosquitoes is
required. The overall number of females in the area will not increase since the number released
will be matched by the same or larger number of females removed (prior to the re!ease).
Further, cumulative sampling for monitoring the change in markers frequencies definitelywill
reduce the number of vectors in the area. Unlike introducing a new functional gene with
expected phenotypic effects, ERNM uses randomly "sprinkled" mutations induced by irradia
tion or chemical mutagenesis, or by inserting a stable marker into multiple sites throughout the
genome. Such mutations are expeeted to consist primarily of deleterious, slightly deleterious,
and neutral mutations and therefore present a safe material for release. Notably, released
mosquitoes originated from an area within 100 km of the release site, thus the risk of
introduction of adaptive genes into the release area is negligible.

Clearly, the possibility of introducing a beneficial mutation (for the mosquito) can not be
ruled out, but we stress that it is a very remote possibility and making the mosquito a more
dangerous disease vector is even more unlikely. However, this point needs to be further evalu
ated and weighed against the risk of every intervention. In the case of developing a genetic
control strategy using a functional gene attached to a genetic drive mechanism, the benefit of
ERNM appears to outweigh its risks. Finally there is the possibility to release males that carry
new markers on the Y chromosome only, thereby "disconnecting" the marker from the female
phenotype. While informative in its unique way, it will not address many of the issues ad
dressed using markers spread throughout the genome. Nevertheless it can be a starting point.
Although developed to meet the needs ofa genetic control program, ERNM can revolutionize
population genetic research, especially if it provides different results from those derived based
on classical population genetics approach.

Overall Impact on Malaria Transmission Intensity and Disease Burden
The successful introduction of a transgene into An. gambiae across Africa does not imply

removal of malaria from the top of public health priorities in the continent. In fact, the
expected impact of a successful spread of a transgene on malaria transmission is not clear.
Epidemiological models dating back to the classical mode! of Macdonald-Ross85 have shown
that considerable reduction in human exposure to infective mosquito bites is needed to achieve
substantial impact on malaria morbidity and monality in most parts of tropical Africa.86,87

With this in mind and using a simple population genetical and epidemiological model, Boëte
and Koella24

,25 demonstrated that even in conditions that a1low the a1lele conferring refractori
ness to reach fixation in the local vector population, the efficacy of refractoriness should be
a1most 100% (i.e., assuming no parasite escape from the refractory phenotype of its vector) for
a significant effeet on malaria prevalence.

Unlike classical means for vector control such as insecticide impregnated bednets or
intra-domiciliary spraying that are directed to reduce exposure of people to infective bites by
targeting anthropophilic and endophilic mosquitoes regardless ofspecies, transgenesis-based
methods target a single species. Hence, even if natural populations of An. gambiae became
complete!Y refractory to Plasmodium parasites Africa-wide (including ail its chromosomal
and molecular forms, and even extending this to the sibling An. arabiensis as weil), other
anophe!ines species will maintain transmission ofmalaria in large areas.65,88 The importance
of these 'neglected' vector species in contributing to the overall malaria transmission must be
considered when the question of the benefits expected from the release of transgenic
mosquitoes is discussed.
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In addition to the members ofthe An. gambiae complex, at least three species are considered
as vectors of epidemiological importance in Africa: An. fùnestus, An. nili and An. moucheti. In
certain areas, these vector species may contribuee more to disease transmission than the
members ûf che An. gambiae species complex.89-94 This is particularly the case in the humid
savannas and forests of Central Africa, which remain largely unexplored. 95-97 One example of
this situation that demonstrates how little we know on malaria vecrors in Central Aftica is the
recent description, based on morphological and molecular evidences, ofa new species, member
of the An. nili group.98 This newly described species appears to be the major malaria veetor
along rivers in South Cameroon. In such highly malaria endemic areas, eliminating malaria
transmission by An. gambiae would change little the epidemiology of the disease and may even
trigger unexpeeted worsening effeets through insufficient decrease in transmission intensity.99,IOO
Only if the transgenic approach proved successful in An. gambiae and is extended to the other
vectors, then this strategy could realize its ourmost impact on disease prevalence.

Finally, we point out that unlike conventional means of control such as insecticides, drugs
or vaccines, we can do nothing to halt the spread ofan undesirable effect brought about by the
transgene spread in the vector populations. Designing a "recall mechanism", allowing halting
the spread and possibly reversing it, would greatly improve the prospects and acceptability of
the genetic control strategy.

Altogether, this discussion highlights serious limitations of our current ability to apply the
genetic control strategy for malaria control in Africa. Current knowledge ofvector populations
and the epidemiology ofmalaria in Africa has lagged behind and its limitations call for caution
when assessing the expected outcomes of a release of genetically altered vecrors into the wild.
However, the impressive progress in our understanding of the genetics and molecular biology
of Plasmodium falciparum, its vectors and their interactions suggests that addressing these
limitations is not beyond our reach.
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